Holiday Themed Productions

Elf Invasion Flash Mob:

Luminary Fairies:

Choral Angel:
Snow Crystal Queen:
Snow Crystal Queen: Suspended (indoors or out)
in her illuminated "chandelier" of icicles, this
gorgeous aerialist will enthrall all who see her as
she dangles, spins and literally dances on air.
Floating above the heads of onlookers as a cellist
or violinist plays an enchanting melody from the
ground with softly falling snowflakes transforming the scene.

Choral Angel – a chorus dressed in white
robes forms the shape of an angel on choral
risers while projecting their harmonious
voices for all to enjoy. At a strategic moment,
video mapping or dynamic lighting effects
transforms their robes into living canvases for
moving media.

Like magical woodland sprites these
illuminated creatures take to the lawn, halls,
roof tops and trees tops after dark. Lovely and
graceful in their movements and best when
accompanied by live musicians with
Illuminated suits, these magical nymphs
captivate!

A Sassy, spunky comedic band of entertainers
who appear quite out of nowhere to own the
room or the outdoor space they land in.
Dressed in Cindy Lauper meets Santa's
Workshop inspired elf gear, these are not your
average little helpers. The Elf Invasion can
take place indoors or outdoors or both at
different times of day (and break into a
holiday remix of awesome break it down
boogie or burst into a comedic remix musical
song (think Deck the Halls but with the words
all changed) to amuse young and old alike
with their mischievous mayhem. As an
option, at night, the Elf Invasion can illuminate
(all costumes can have lighting) and can
participate in or lead holiday parades. They
are also great with kids (very animated and
fun) and can conduct "Santa's Workshop" craft
stations as well.

*Note: Would be beautifully paired with a
snow machine or lighted cold flow fog as
well.)

*Note: The Snow Crystal Queen is even more
wonderful when paired with the Luminary
Fairies.)

Immersive Theater | Ambient Characters

Fir Dogs:
Stilted Forest creatures (four stilts, arms/legs)
with fur made of "fir". The "dogs" are ambient
characters who can pose for photos, wander
inside or out and can keep the audience guessing with their antics (when upright, they appear
to be trees...then they go onto all 4s and walk). A
natural artful interpretation for any holiday
landscape scene.

Bad Santa and His “Ho Ho Ho’s”
and Santa’s Mini Me: (* for adult audiences):

Peppermint Sticks with a Twist:
A dynamic troupe of uber flexible hand balancing acrobats dressed head to toe in red and white
peppermint striped bodysuits. Amazing shapes
are formed as they twist and contort forever
causing an optical illusion with their endless
striped suits entwined in one another. (This act
can be staged indoors or out.)

Santa has been a very bad boy and he's here to share his
snarky, humorous "lounge singing" love with your adult
audiences. Like every bad Santa, this one mostly spends his
time in bars hanging out with his surly and colorful friends.
The nice part about this 6'8" tall Jolly Old Fella is his remarkable pipes....a fantastic lounge singer as well as comedic
character actor, this Santa can entertain as well as pose for
photos. We recommend adding Santa's Mini Me (a little
person in Santa gear) and some elf themed cheeky burlesque
gals to add to the colorful holiday mini cabaret.

Fire and Ice:
Abominable Snow Tumblers – The Human Avalanche:
High energy, power gymnasts dressed entirely in white and
spewing a trail of "snow" in their wake cause a real commotion
anywhere they go. Bounding, springing, flipping, and piling...like
a human snowball fight gone mad, they are an explosion of
winter fun. This act can be modified to work on ice or roller
blades as well as ground.

This live ice sculpting performance takes place to a rousing
music score. "Snow boarder" style ice dudes with blue face
paint and goggles wield power tools as they craft their amazing designs. Carvings can be done in virtually any shape,
theme, brand message or logo and can incorporate lighting
effects, pyrotechnics, fire and other special effects. Live
entertainers with fire whips and fire fans can be added in the
center of the ice to be "released" as the sculpture takes shape
adding an even more surreal feel.

Immersive Theater | Ambient Characters

Aereography is the art of
designing and staging
compositions of movement
governed by the mechanics
of bodies in aerial motion; a
portmanteau (combining
Aerial + Choreography)
coined by Peter Foy the
founder of modern day
aerial flying stunts.

Features exterior multi story up aerial dance, aerial music, zip line, stunt work, wall
running, aerial suspension, long silks, aerial dance, and other breathtaking special
effects

Our Flying Directors are skilled Aereographers
that bring all of their artistic capabilities and
technical resources to bear, working in close
collaboration with our directors, choreographers,
designers and performers to create the kind of
outstanding aerial effects sequences that have
defined stage and screen for 60 years.

Our technically trained professional dancers and
aerialists come from such backgrounds as Cirque
du Soleil, Delaguarda, Momix, Stomp, and
Pilobolus. While captivating the audience with
“wow factor” feats, we also recognize the
importance of both artistry and plot.

We combine these seamlessly! Our team
specializes in mind-body bending choreography
and vibrant interactive characters.

High Rigged Daring Stunt Work

On the side of a building or performing on a
traditional proscenium stage…for a highlight in a
concert, or commercial branding purposes. We
will take your event to a new breathtaking high–
both literally and figuratively.

Why just SEE a parade, when you can BE THE
PARADE?! As a dynamic solution for your
holiday event, blow up all the rules and create
a brand new kind of experience everyone can
participate in.

Crowd Participation Flash “Light” Mob
L.E.D.’s fresh new “Flash Light Parade” concept
immerses and involves guests in a professionally
choreographed FLASH LIGHT MOB | REVERSE
PARADE experience that would move groups of
participants through your property discovering
“surprises” along the way and culminating as a
group near the specified location for the “grand
finale” show.

Your organization could market BE THE
PARADE! to guests ahead of time as well,
encouraging early sign up and even host sign
ups on property day of event.

L.E.D. will supply the group leaders (costumed,
illuminated characters) to add more dynamism to the mob scene and help encourage
onlookers to get in on the action.

Our L.E.D. professional choreographer sets the
movement and our paid team of participants
would guarantee at least a nice sized mob
core. We would activate our base of Luminocity | L.E.D. followers and fans and leverage
social media to add countless more participants …from dozens to hundreds more!

Those not participating will be naturally
drawn in by the flash light mob’s antics and
encouraged to join in making for a fun
“reverse parade” phenomenon that is fun for
all.

As a final special touch L.E.D. will supply
“surprises” that can be discovered along the
way (installations of talent in windows, on a
corner, perched on a balcony, suspended from
the architecture, etc). L.E.D. holiday inspired
performers such as our signature “Peppermint
Sticks with a Twist”, “Luminary Fairy”, “Lumpkin
Queen”, “Dr Suess-esque Who inspired Lumkins”, “Fir Dog” stilt creatures, “Lumi-BMX”,
“Lumi-Zorb” and “The Toy Drum Light Brigade”
are just some of the options for amazing
performers that can be discovered around
your property and join the Flash Light Mob
finale!

